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Abstract. Software Engineering involves a multitude of different tools and concepts. These tools typically produce a wide variety of diverse artifacts such as code, design models, and requirements. Even though these artifacts are highly interdependent, consistency, e.g. semantically correctness, is in general only checked locally within one modeling environment and not globally across tools. A prominent example is consistency of class models and process models.

Only recently, research activities have started, which specify frameworks for global consistency maintenance. Such a framework must be capable of detecting, monitoring, and repairing global inconsistencies. But it should also be abstract enough to cover the detection and possible restoration of contradictory data, e.g. distributed but overlapping patient data of electronic health records.

We give an overview over recent and current research activities in global consistency management, from which the development and maintenance of heterogeneous eHealth systems will benefit. We outline a possible workflow in a multi-user environment, which aims at keeping all artifacts consistent, and sketch some of the biggest challenges in this area.

1 Introduction and Problem Statement

Landscapes of ICT-systems must provide a precise and undistorted representation of the real-world-domain under consideration. The ideal coexistence of a real-world entity and its electronic reproduction requires a single and unique electronic representation. However, reality is different, because the distributed nature of health-services, continuous changes of health records and the vast amount of existing legacy systems and different information models result in an entirely unclear distribution of data of a single real-world entity. Unfortunately, natural barriers like the value and importance of stored information, continuous requirement appearances as well as the permanent pressure to keep the systems in operation, prevent consolidation.

But even if electronic data would perfectly be centralized, its prescriptive and descriptive models in the sense of Model-Driven Software Engineering (MDSE) are highly inter-dependent and simultaneously constrain each other: Requirements specifications,
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design definitions, their implementations and documentations each represent the system from a particular perspective.

Understanding the ensemble of several interrelated heterogeneous models as one big concept is known as multimodeling [17]. Other research areas use the terms "megamodeling" [18], "feature-driven design" [40], "viewpoints" [22], or "domain-driven design" [32] for this holistic view. A common goal of all these areas is the discussion how to sustain high quality of multimodels. Because each involved local artifact (a component of a multimodel) is subject to perpetual change, this is only possible by continuous change propagation to the other components in order to re-establish global consistency.

Especially in e-health environments we are forced to cope with consistency maintenance of distributed information on different levels of the modeling hierarchy (data, models, and metamodels): Besides dependent modeling artifacts, also real-world objects are distributed over several storage facilities, e.g., some portions of the health record of a patient may be stored in the hospital’s database whereas other parts are in the file system of a general practitioner, yet common data like patient’s name and address occur in both portions. Cross-storage dependencies (and hence inconsistencies) arise in the presence of constraints, e.g., if a visit to the general practitioner must always precede a visit to the hospital.

In view of these overall dependencies, it is a problem that supporting tools (e.g. relational database, database schema definition tool, file system explorer, UML modeling tool) are limited to local consistency checks. Since support of multimodel consistency maintenance is missing, and since the involved local artifacts are subject to accelerated evolution and change, these artifacts quickly become out-of-sync (i.e. inconsistent). This barrier decreases productivity and overshadows the advantages of MDSE. Formal concepts and architectures for the maintenance of overall consistency are required.

There are many different facets of global consistency:\footnote{Related work will be discussed in Sect. 3}: One distinguishes between vertical dependencies (e.g., type conformance relations between data (e.g. XML document, database contents) and data model (e.g. XSD, database schema)) and horizontal dependencies. The latter arise between artifacts on the same modeling level, e.g., use-cases together with their textual descriptions must be in line with process models, which in turn must not contradict involved class models and activity diagrams. Finally and most importantly, these conceptual documents must yield correctness of solutions, i.e. consistency with program code.

Whereas data model updates may induce data migrations (restoration of vertical consistency), class models must consistently co-evolve with data models, data exchange formats, and process model descriptions (restoration of horizontal consistency). Finally, distributed data portions of a real-world object must at every point in time be consistent. Thus the main challenge can be stated as follows:

*How to achieve cross-tool consistency maintenance and global consistency checking and restoration by means of an integrated conceptual and architectural framework?*

From this main problem statement the following detailed questions can be extracted:
1. **Workflow**: What are the relevant services for consistency maintenance? Which of them are automatic / semi-automatic / manual?

2. **(Conceptual) framework**: In view of the different facets of consistency: Is there an appropriate abstraction, which covers all the different types of dependencies? What is an suitable formalisation?

3. **Architecture**: What is a practical system topology for this framework?

The goal of the following sections is to report on the most important research activities w.r.t. the conception and implementation of frameworks which detect, monitor, and repair overall inconsistencies. Another objective is to show that the necessary activities cannot all be automatic, such that it is necessary to specify workflows in a multi-user environment. Finally, we sketch open problems and directions of future research.

## 2 Example

In this section, we present a simple example (see also [58]), which already shows some important challenges in the area. Clearly, real-world examples are far more complex but can, in principle, be treated in the same way. Consider Fig. 1, which contains two data models: In the system of some general practitioner, patient’s blood pressure values and their name are stored, whereas in some central register, possible contacts of certain persons are maintained. Suppose now that there is an overall constraint, possibly due to some legal health insurance regulations, requiring that . . .

 Patients with hypertension\(^4\) must have at least one contact person.

![Fig. 1: Two data models](image)

This regulation is a typical example of a global constraint, since it concerns data which is typed over both data models. Any tool, which maintains only one of the data models, cannot check consistency w.r.t. this global constraint, because the first tool (in the practitioner’s application) knows nothing about contact persons and the second (maintaining the central register) is not aware of blood pressure values.

\(^4\) Systolic and diastolic blood pressure over 140 and over 90
We can analyse the questions of Sect. 1 with regard to this example: Let’s assume that John is a patient of the general practitioner Dr. Livingstone and that, some months ago, John’s blood pressure values turned out to be (125, 85). Since these values are normal, there is currently no contact person registered for John. Suppose further that John’s wife Mary is also a patient of Dr. Livingstone and that she suffers from hypertension, because her blood pressure is (150, 100). According to the legal requirement above, Mary possesses contact person Ben, the son of John and Mary. Thus, in this example, the constellation is globally consistent w.r.t. to the above constraint. But the situation changed yesterday, because John visited Dr. Livingstone’s office for some routine examination and, unexpectedly, his blood pressure values have increased to (145, 95).

**Question 1**: The recent blood pressure measurement is an event, which must trigger a workflow, in which the following services are needed: (a) detection of global inconsistencies, (b) consistency restoration. If all relevant data is stored electronically, (a) can be carried out automatically, whereas (b) can at best be performed semi-automatically, because it is not clear which person becomes John’s new contact: Is it his wife (although she also suffers from hypertension), is it his son (he is already the contact of Mary), or is it some other appropriately qualified person? It is unlikely that an automatic algorithm is able to determine a solution which always fits the participants’ expectations.

**Question 2**: How can we formalise the structures of class diagrams in Fig.1 and their respective object states (i.e. John, Mary, Ben together with their medical observations), such that these structures are also a basis for handling inconsistencies between other artifacts like use-case descriptions, activity diagrams, process models, etc? How does a machine-readable common language for defining global constraint looks like?

Furthermore, Dr. Livingstone’s data model differs from the central patient model. Yet both models share common aspects, because PATIENT and PERSON refer to the same business concept. Stored objects (PATIENT John in Dr. Livingstone’s data and PERSON John in the central register) represent the same real-world object. Conceptually, this requires a unification of logically separated structures and the formal cross-model identification of identical objects.

**Question 3**: The practitioner’s database may or may not be located in his office. The general patient register may physically be on a remote server in the cloud. In general, systems are located in different geographic areas, composed of smaller components (e.g., processes, services, and backends), and are constraint by special hardware properties. Hence, a system architecture has to be provided, which enables (direct or indirect) communication and data exchange of physically separated components.

3 **Solutions**

In this section, we report on current methodologies for consistency maintenance of multimodels. Each subsection refers to one of the three above posed questions.

---
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3.1 Workflow Services

In Sect. 2 we observed that the two crucial workflow services of heterogeneous multimodeling are detection of global inconsistencies and consistency restoration. For both services, the research community distinguishes between several fundamentally different strategies: Amongst many others, [51] surveys multiview consistency checking and describes advantages and disadvantages of several approaches. Merging these insights with a recent survey [42] on UML-based techniques, which pursues the goal to determine a heterogeneous, multi-view language for UML-based multimodeling, it turns out that there are 4 fundamentally different "consistency techniques":

- System Model Approach: Heterogeneity is managed by unifying all local models to one global model. Consistency is checked w.r.t. this global model.
- Heterogeneous Transformations: Separated models are related via additional satisfiability or dependency rules accompanied by optional model translations.
- Universal Logic: Separated but interdependent models can be investigated by translating them into a common logic.
- Extended Metamodels: Model integration is supported by extending the abstract syntax of the modeling language, with additional semantic concepts.

In view of these 4 techniques, implementation proposals of the two services can be surveyed as follows:

**Inconsistency detection:** System Model approaches require computation of a comprehensive model which comprises all artifacts under consideration, e.g., a data model with PERSONS, MEASUREMENTS, and CONTACTS in Fig 1. This calculation has been described e.g. in [55,20] for the case of two interrelated models and in [44,58] for many models and can be carried out automatically. The original idea, however, can be dated back to the contributions of Goguen [35] and Ehrig [25]. Afterwards, classical (single-model) consistency checking methods can be applied.

The most direct (and most well-known) approach to consistency checking is via monitoring satisfiability of consistency rules. These rules are specified in a special language "understanding" all local models, although these models remain separated but may be homogenised by Heterogeneous Transformations as is proposed in [6]. [50] invents the language xlinkit which provides XML-based link generation amongst web content. In a similar way, cross-model "affects"-links are often used. Recipes to increase the efficiency of the checking algorithms can be found in [24,16,44]. Based on the theory of "Triple-Graph-Grammars" (TGG) [56], consistency rules are formulated as relations between (patterns in) graphical structures, consistency checking then extends the model parts under consideration by these "consistency" links, and, if all areas of the models have been matched, they are considered consistent [26]. This approach would specify a rule which searches for CONTACT patterns, if it detects a hypertension pattern in the related model.

[46] is a typical representative of Universal Logic: Global constraints are investigated in the context of feature-oriented software development and software product lines. Inconsistency detection is performed by mapping feature models to propositional logic. In our example, this means that not only the obligation to have a contact for people with hypertension is formulated as a logical directive, but also the models themselves...
are represented as logical formulas. In the same spirit, the “Consistency Workbench” by Küster, Engels, et al. [28] translates models into a logic-based semantic domain in which consistency verification is carried out.

Extended Metamodels: [27] connects several UML metamodels by intelligent links. E.g., the union of the metamodels for object diagrams and for statecharts is extended by an association “current” from OBJECT (in the first metamodel) to STATE (in the second metamodel) thus establishing a semantic link between them. In such a way, global (e.g., OCL-)constraints can restrict the set of possible state changes after certain operation calls. A similar approach, though not intended solely for UML is used in the GEMOC initiative for globalising modelling languages [14].

Consistency Restoration: Conceptual approaches for fixing inconsistencies can be divided into (1) rule-driven, (2) implementation-driven, (3) choice set computation, (4) universal solutions.6

A typical rule-driven approach are production rules of TGG’s, see above. These rules already contain the necessary information to fix an inconsistent state of two related models. In such a way, a detected hypertension pattern is propagated across models by creating some (initially incomplete) contact. Additionally, linear optimization techniques support a ranking of several repair rules [45]. Implementations (i.e. “TGG-engines”) have been provided, e.g. (e)MOFLON [2,3], GraTraM [45].

Local changes that caused global inconsistencies can, in general, not uniquely be propagated to other models in order to restore consistency. This is only possible, if a change occurs in an artifact, from which the others can be generated by means of model transformations (e.g. code generation or object-relational (OR) mappings) with languages like ATL or operational QVT7. If, in the example, a woman’s name is updated after her marriage, this can uniquely be propagated to the other model.

In the general case, additional update propagation policies are needed. Whereas these policies remain abstract in the basic theory of bidirectional transformations (BX) [15] and especially in the theory of (delta-)lenses [34,21], possible policies can be derived from inverses of unidirectional transformation encodings with bidirectional programming languages like, e.g., JTL [13,30], BiGUL [43], or even QVT-R7. A typical example would be, if a complete name without separating symbols (e.g., “John Henderson”) is generated from first name and last name (“John”, “Henderson”). This is in general not invertible (e.g. “Ho Chi Min”). Although minimality policies like minimal distance (of a consistent structure from the one under repair) w.r.t. to classical metrics have not been successful [11], other optimisation approaches like e.g. the policy of maximal preservation [36] may be pursued further.

A complete generalisation of this setting would be a specification of change propagations and amendments after (possibly concurrent and conflicting) updates of several artifacts under consideration, e.g., if hypertension has been detected and the last contact has been deleted simultaneously.

Automatic change propagation and amendments of original updates seem to be possible only in a setting of certain functional (in fact: functorial) update processes [38],
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6 Since we are aiming at a conceptual grouping of approaches, we do not pursue the more technology-driven classification of model repair approaches in [48].

7 http://www.omg.org/spec/QVT/
which reveal universal properties such as, for instance, adjoint situations (of functors). This is by far not possible in general as could already be seen in the simple example of Sect.2 (we will, additionally, discuss other inherent natural barriers for unique model repair in Sect.4). Therefore, practical approaches, which do not use additional bidirectional programming languages, first have to determine all possible restoration choices, then restrict this choice space, such that the proposals do not cause new inconsistencies, and then present the remaining choices (possibly prioritised) to the respective modelers and leave to them the final selection, see e.g. [23]. Furthermore, other heuristics for repair proposals, e.g., "extension precedes deletion" or "amendment of manual changes only after user approval" can guide this prioritisation.

Other promising approaches to control and present different restoration choices in a reasonable way is "Answer Set Programming" [29], CLP-based\(^8\) model completion [57], and completion rules [52], the latter two in combination with the above-mentioned construction of a unified global model. Last but not least [41] proposes a practical approach in the field of model co-evolution [12,53], where proposals of model adaptions after a metamodel change are presented to the modeler as a ranked list, cf. the remarks in the last paragraph. In this work, top proposals are chosen according to maximal cosine similarities with the old model and minimal number of edits needed to restore consistency. This also yields a pragmatic taxonomy for characterizing changes in one model w.r.t. to possible update propagation by "unbreaking", "resolvable", and "breaking".

Choice set computation raises the question, when to select or at least narrow (a) reasonable solution(s). One can distinguish between two viewpoints: Least change policies as described above and further investigated in the next chapter, see also [47] and [36], but also the possibility to carry on with uncertain models, i.e. leave update propagation uncertain: [39,4].

Finally, a future research direction is to find repair proposals by means of "cognifications" [9], e.g. methods where machines learn the modeler’s behaviour and are thus able to predict reasonable decisions. Whereas Eclipse’s Code Recommender abilities are a first simplistic approach of "cognified" MDSE, [10] even proposes to carry out model transformations by means of hierarchical neural networks. Learning update propagation policies may also be possible with "Reinforcement Learning", a first approach has been proposed for single models in [5].

### 3.2 Conceptual Framework

Formal system integration must abstract away from the different modeling languages and from the modeling level of the problems under consideration and it must be able to uniformly specify commonalities of artifacts and their dependencies. Application-based "complete product models" were proposed in [8], but the well-established concept of directed multi-graphs, which are able to encode most of the artifacts under consideration, turned out to be more feasible. Binary lenses of BX and (recently) multi-ary lenses [19] replace the category\(^10\) of graphs with an arbitrary category and provide an abstract
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\(^8\) Constraint Logic Programming

\(^9\) http://www.eclipse.org/recommenders/

\(^10\) For basic explanations on Category Theory for Software Engineering, see [33]
interface, in which operations for (forward and backward) propagations are specified. In the same spirit, conceptual work in the area of “megamodelling” focusses on the specification of relevant operations without detailing inner structures, e.g. [18].

Typical common languages for the specification of commonalities and other global constraints are sentences of first-order-logic, the (more application-oriented) ”description logic” (DL), OCL (Object-Constraint-Language), and the Diagrammatic Predicate Framework (DPF) [54]. The latter prevents mismatches between grafical artifacts and string-based formulas imposed on them. For (an extension of) the example of Sect. 2 this framework has been used in [58].

A sound and fully theoretical underpinning are institution-based multimodeling languages [7], which enable homogeneous specifications of models and constraints.

3.3 Architecture

The most expedient system topology, which simultaneously specifies the above-mentioned workflow, is depicted in Fig. 2. If there are various artifacts (local models) for the description of data or concepts from several perspectives (left bottom in Fig. 2), then in a preprocessing phase these artifacts must be transformed into a common language, e.g. into directed graphs, cf. Sect. 3.2, and then stored in an artifact repository, which may be located somewhere in a trusted and secured network. This storage may keep the artifacts separated or it may compute a unified model. Moreover, a special modeler defines consistency rules and maintains commonality specifications.

If a change event occurs in a local model, its delta between previous and current version must immediately and transactionally be synchronized into this repository. If a unified model is used, it must be re-calculated on the change’s affected parts. After having re-checked global consistency by the respective service (cf. Sect. 3.1), a detected inconsistency must be repaired. For this, the restoration service (cf. Sect. 3.1) may narrow the solution set, which is then sent back to the respective modelers by means of
work items (notifications). As mentioned above, the final selection, how to react on the
original update, is then left to these users.

This framework is also able to repair inconsistencies of data. In the example of
Sect. 2, the inconsistency detection due to John’s hypertension takes place in the con-
sistency maintenance space. Then prioritised proposals are contained in the notification
of the responsible user of the central register (e.g. John’s daughter may be the best pro-
posal for the new contact, because both Mary and Ben are no appropriate choices, see
the discussion in Sect. 2).

4 Open Problems and Summary

Let’s revisit the main problem statement in Sect. 2: We illustrated how one can ensure
cross-tool consistency maintenance and global consistency checking by means of an
integrated conceptual and architectural framework, if one chooses from possible imple-
mentations of the two main workflow services, see Sect. 3.1, and if these services are
embedded into the depicted architecture of Fig. 2 of Sect.3.3. We defined the scope of
automatisation depending on the different basic approaches (cf. Question 1) and have
delineated the necessary abstraction level (Question 2) for the conceptual aspects of the
framework (Sect. 3.2).

Obviously the biggest challenge in this area is intelligent consistency restoration\(^{11}\). There is the intricacy to find the right amount of automatisation while simultaneously
not surprising the modeler(s) too much with strange repair proposals.

\(^{11}\) Because we learned that automatic restoration is not realistic in the majority of use-cases, we prefer to use the term "intelligent".

[47] proposes to measure the impact of consistency restorations and thus find least
changes (in the sense of minimal distances). However, [11] points out drawbacks of the
idea to let a formal measure, e.g. the edit distance between grafical structures, guide an
automatic repair procedure. It turns out that in many cases the principle of least surprise
is violated. This principle, originally an HCI design guideline [37], requires deliberate
modeler’s decisions not to be disrupted by automatic amendments and it demands that
modeling data not shared with other artifacts is not touched. Similarly, [1,49] state a
principle of least change: “The action taken by the maintainer of a constraint after a
violation should change no more than is needed to restore the constraint.” The following
examples, however, show that it is hard to comply with the latter requirement\(^{12}\).

\(^{12}\) The examples are taken from [11]

Example 1: Suppose, in an OR-Mapping scenario, class \(C\) of some Ecore-UML-
diagram possesses attribute \(a\). Accordingly, the respective database table \(C\) contains
column \(a\). A modeler may now delete column \(a\) in the DB table. What would be the
propagated change to the class model, which changes no more than is needed? We think
that many of the readers would say “delete attribute \(a\) in the class, too”. But if a certain
update propagation operation may adhere to the (important) principle to preserve as
much information as possible, it would consequently just set the property “isTransient”
of attribute \(a\) to TRUE. The UML modeler may or may not be surprised!

Example 2: In the next scenario, suppose clubs of your hometown together with
its members are stored in a database owned by the town’s administration department.
Since you are interested in people that are members of your local clubs and not always have access to this database, you also create a local database with the same schema. Fortunately, you find an open source tool, which guarantees to transform the contents of the administration database (the source) into your private environment (the target) based on the following consistency rule:

For each membership of a person with name \( N \) in club \( C \) in the source there is the same membership of a person with name \( N \) in club \( C \) in the target.

It sounds as if this perfectly fits your copying requirements. The left part of Fig. 3 shows an excerpt of the administration database indicating that John Henderson is a member of both depicted clubs. According to the constraint definition, the two models considered as a multimodel are inconsistent as long as your local database is empty. The open source transformation promises to restore consistency. What result of the transformation would you expect? We guess, you would say that ideally "?" should be replaced by an exact copy of the left-hand side in Fig. 3. However, surprisingly, the open source tool produces a different result, see Fig. 4.

The open source tool may act along the following paradigm (which is the common QVT-R-"enforce"-semantics): Since the object structure in the source (the left-hand side in Fig. 3, this structure is shown again on the left-hand side of Fig. 4) is hierarchical, the transformation traverses the hierarchy from top (clubs) to bottom (names). At each level in the source an object on the respective level in the target is constructed except for elements of primitive data types such as strings: If there is already a respective string constructed in the target, it is reused. Furthermore, several elements on the same level
in the source are traversed sequentially. And, as a matter of course, determination of person’s names in the target is according to the given consistency rule.

Therefore for each club a new person with name “John Henderson” is created, which yields two different persons (with the same name) in the target. The paradigm of the algorithm follows the hierarchical structure of XML-documents, i.e. it assumes subelements not to be contained in several parent elements. It is not unusual for two persons to have the same name, such that, subjectively, this does not produce a surprising result. Moreover, the given constraint is not violated. But this result possibly surprises you!

We conclude with the remark that some outcome of an update propagation may surprise one human user and may not surprise another one. Even more may an automatic restoration algorithm produce unexpected results (in the opinion of one actor) simultaneously being a desired result (from the point of view of a colleague). We conjecture that, in the near future, research on intelligent consistency restoration operations will reveal a tremendous amount of exciting techniques competing with more practical solutions, where the user selects from possible resulting models. Especially, the health care industry may hopefully benefit from each new idea in the field.
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